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It is shown that in pulsed Mims-type ENDOR experiments per- the conventional range of 9–35 GHz. The main advantages
formed at 95 GHz and 1.2 K the sign of the ENDOR signal can are the high spectral resolution and the high absolute sensi-
be positive, corresponding to an increase of the stimulated echo tivity that can be obtained not only for EPR but also for
intensity, as well as negative, corresponding to a decrease of the ENDOR spectroscopy. By using pulsed techniques one adds
stimulated echo. The positive ‘‘anomalous’’ sign is not observed the advantages of time-resolved operation including the
at conventional EPR frequencies. It is explained that the effect

study of transient species. In a number of pulsed ENDORarises through spin–lattice relaxation in the situation of large ther-
studies at 95 GHz it was demonstrated that the techniquemal spin polarizations and that it allows the determination of the
not only works routinely but that it can supply informationabsolute sign of the hyperfine interaction. q 1997 Academic Press

about systems that cannot be studied with ENDOR tech-
niques at the conventional microwave frequencies for rea-
sons of sensitivity and/or resolution. Examples are a study

1. INTRODUCTION
of the copper site in azurin as well as various paramagnetic
centers in silver halides (11–13) .

Electron nuclear double resonance (ENDOR) spectros- In the pulsed ENDOR experiments at 95 GHz the Mims-
copy is widely used for the measurement of small hyperfine type ENDOR technique is used. In this method, a p /2–
and nuclear quadrupole interactions that are not resolved

t– p /2–T– p /2 microwave (MW) pulse sequence, applied
in electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectra. In the

resonant with an EPR transition, produces the so-called stim-
original continuous wave (CW) ENDOR technique, intro-

ulated echo (SE) at time t after the third p /2 MW pulse,
duced by Feher in 1956 (1) , an EPR transition is partially

as schemetically depicted in Fig. 1. Nuclear transitions are
saturated with an intense CW microwave field. A second

induced by a radiofrequency (RF) pulse, applied between
radiofrequency field induces nuclear magnetic resonance

the second and third MW pulses, and can affect the SE
(NMR) transitions which are detected as a desaturation of

intensity. According to the original description given bythe EPR signal. The CW ENDOR effect depends on the
Mims (2, 3) and the more recent operator formalism ofdelicate balance between the effective electron and nuclear
Gemperle and Schweiger (8) , the ENDOR effect must bespin–lattice relaxation rates which mostly restrict the obser-
detected as a decrease of the SE intensity, in agreement withvation of the CW ENDOR signal to a narrow temperature
experimental observations so far. Very surprisingly we haverange. In contrast, in pulsed ENDOR the applied pulse se-
discovered that, at low temperatures and a high MW fre-quences can usually be made short compared to the spin–
quency of 95 GHz, the ENDOR effect can also occur as anlattice relaxation times. As a result, pulsed ENDOR can be
increase of the SE intensity. An illustration is given in Fig.used in a much larger temperature range provided that an
2, where part of the ENDOR spectrum of the S Å 1

2 self-electron spin echo signal can be observed. Two standard
trapped hole (STH) complex in AgCl is shown. The spec-ENDOR pulse sequences were introduced by Mims (2, 3)
trum contains nuclear transitions of 107Ag (I Å 1

2, 52%) andin 1965 and Davies (4) in 1974. Along with the rapid devel-
109Ag (I Å 1

2, 48%), and it is seen that the low-frequencyopments in pulsed EPR spectroscopy in the past several
transitions occur as an increase of the SE intensity in contrastyears (5–7) , a variety of pulsed ENDOR techniques exists
to their high-frequency counterparts.nowadays which are all based on the Mims and Davies pulse

In this paper we show that the ‘‘anomalous’’ increase ofsequences. These methods are used to enhance the ENDOR
the SE intensity in Mims-type ENDOR can be explained byefficiency or to simplify and unravel complicated spectra
taking spin–lattice relaxation into account. The description(5, 8–10) .
will be given in terms of the operator formalism of GemperleRecently, an increasing interest exists in performing EPR

spectroscopy at microwave frequencies much higher than and Schweiger (8) and will be supported by additional ex-
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where vS Å gebeB0 /\ and vI Å 0gnbnB0 /\ represent the
electron and nuclear Zeeman frequencies, respectively.

The frequencies of the (DmS Å 0, DmI Å {1) ENDOR
transitions in the two ms manifolds (a and b states of the
electron spin) are given by

vENDORSms Å {
1
2D Å SvI {

a

2D . [3]

The Hamiltonian describing the effect of the MW and RF
pulses is time-dependent. This time dependence is removed

FIG. 1. The Mims-type or stimulated echo microwave pulse sequence. by a transformation to a doubly rotating frame by the propa-
Radiofrequent waves are applied between the second and third p /2 pulses.

gatorThe time regions discussed in Section 2 are indicated.

T Å exp{0i(vMW tSz / vRFtIz)}, [4]

perimental data. An alternative description, based on the where vMW and vRF represent the angular frequencies of
method introduced by Mims (3) , yields identical results and the MW and RF field respectively. In this new frame the
is given elsewhere (14) . It appears that the effect is most Hamiltonian reads as
pronounced at high magnetic fields (such as used for 95-
GHz EPR spectroscopy) and at low temperature, i.e., at large H0 Å VSSz / VI Iz / aSzIz , [5]
thermal spin polarizations. The sign of the ENDOR effect
is related to the ms manifold in which the ENDOR transition with VS Å vS 0 vMW and VI Å vI 0 vRF . The Hamiltonian
takes place, and consequently allows for a direct experimen- during the application of the MW pulse is given by
tal determination of the absolute sign of the hyperfine (HF)
interaction. This sign is of importance for the interpretation H1 Å H0 / v1Sx . [6]
of the HF interactions but usually must be taken from theo-
retical considerations. To our knowledge the observation of Here the second term describes a pulse with a MW field
the anomalous ENDOR effect has not been reported pre-
viously, and it presents an additional advantage of per-
forming pulsed ENDOR experiments at high magnetic fields
and high microwave frequencies.

2. THEORY

In this section we first review the operator formalism for
describing pulsed ENDOR experiments as given by Gemp-
erle and Schweiger (8) and apply it to the particular case
of the Mims-type ENDOR experiments. We then introduce
the effect of spin–lattice relaxation and demonstrate how
the ‘‘anomalous’’ ENDOR effect develops.

We consider the spin Hamiltonian describing a system
consisting of an electron spin S Å 1

2 and one nuclear spin I
Å 1

2,

FIG. 2. The ‘‘anomalous’’ ENDOR effect observed in the ENDOR
spectra of the central silver ion of the self-trapped hole complex (S Å 1

2)H0 Å gebeB0rS 0 gnbnB0rI / arSrI , [1]
in AgCl. Displayed are the 107Ag and 109Ag ENDOR transitions. For the
central silver ion, the hyperfine interaction is very large, and the ENDOR

where for simplicity we have taken the g tensor of the elec- transitions appear at frequencies which are separated by two times the
tron spin and the hyperfine tensor to be isotropic. In the high nuclear Zeeman splitting (5.5 MHz for 107Ag and 6.25 MHz for 109Ag).

The spectra have been obtained at a microwave frequency of 95 GHz andmagnetic field of the 95-GHz spectrometer, it suffices to
at 1.2 K using the Mims pulse sequence displayed in Fig. 1 (t Å 0.5 msreplace [1] by the first-order Hamiltonian
and T Å 980 ms (14) . The magnetic field was parallel to the elongation
axis of the STH complex. In (a) and (b) the high-field and the low-field
transitions, respectively, are monitored.H0 Å vSSz / vI Iz / aSzIz , [2]
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strength of v1 Å gebeB1 /\ Å 0g eB1 along the x axis of the 1
2

1O S1O I Sx , Sy , Sz , Ix , Iy , Iz 2SxIx , 2SxIy ,rotating frame with B1 the amplitude of the circularly polar-
ized MW field. We assume that the MW pulse is nonselec-

2SxIz , 2SyIx , 2SyIy , 2SyIz 2SzIx , 2SzIy , 2SzIz . [11]tive; i.e., its field strength is much larger than the hyperfine
interaction, Év1É @ ÉaÉ. This means that all EPR transitions

The attraction of this method is that it allows for an elegantwithin a spin packet are simultaneously excited by the strong
description of the ENDOR experiments. A pulsed ENDORMW pulse. Thus v1Sx is the dominant term in Eq. [6] and
experiment starts with the equilibrium state. At 95 GHz andthe effect of H0 can be neglected during the MW pulse.
at 1.2 K, in good approximation, only the two low-lying msIn contrast to the MW pulse, the RF pulse is selective;
Å 01

2 (b) HF levels carry population. The equilibrium statei.e., it acts on the nuclear transition either in the ms Å /1
2

is described by the density operator s(0) Å 0Sz / 1
21̂. Sinceor in the ms Å 01

2 electron spin manifold. The effect of the
the unity operator is invariant for the transformations oneRF pulse is represented by the Hamiltonians
can take s(0) Å 0Sz in the absence of relaxation (8) . How-
ever when relaxation is present the unity operator must beHa

2 Å vE
2 SaIx ,

included in the following calculations. In the case of nonse-
lective MW excitation in the Mims-type ENDOR experimentand
(Fig. 2) it can be shown that the p /2– t– p /2 pulse se-
quence during the preparation period leads to an electron

Hb
z Å vE

2 SbIx , [7]
nuclear two-spin order term 2SzIz :

where vE
2 is the hyperfine-enhanced RF field strength (8) .

(In the following we drop the superscript E.) 0Sz/
1
2

1O
(p /2)Sx

Sy/
1
2

1O
H0t (p /2)S

x

In all pulsed ENDOR experiments the Hamiltonian in the
doubly rotating frame is alternatively constant and time-

Szcos[(a /2)t]cos(Vst)0 2SzIzsin[(a /2)t]dependent and can be divided into several periods. The den-
sity operator at the end of the sequence is given by

1 sin(Vst)/ 1
2

1O Å sprep . [12]

s(0)
H

(1)
t1

s(t1)
H

(2)
t2

The nonselective p /2 detection pulse applied after the mix-
ing time T generates from sprep a term Sy which at time T /
2t is proportional to the intensity of the stimulated echos(t1 / t2) – – – –

H
(n)
tn

s(∑
n

tn) . [8]

sprep

The observable magnetization components of the electron
spin at time t Å ( tn along the x and y axes of the rotating

Å smix

(p /2)Sx H0t
0 Sy{cos2[(a /2)t)]frame can be evaluated from the relations

1 cos2(Vst) / sin2[(a /2)t)]sin2(Vst)}
Mx( t) Å Tr{s( t)Sx} Å secho . [13]

and
The effect of the RF pulse is to selectively flip the nuclear

spin over an angle b2 . An RF pulse on resonance with the
My( t) Å Tr{s( t)Sy}. [9] nuclear transition Éaa… } Éab… in the ms Å /1

2(a) manifold
only has an effect on the two-spin order term 2SzIz in [12]

The method followed by Gemperle and Schweiger (8) is and changes the density operator sprep (Eq. [12]) into
to express the density operator s( t) as a linear combination
of base operators

sprep

b2 S
a

Ix

Szcos[(a /2)t]cos(Vst)
s( t) Å ∑

n

bn( t)Bn . [10]

0 H2SzIz
1
2

(1 / cos b2) 0 Iz
1
2

(1 0 cos b2)J
In the case of our electron–nuclear two-spin system the
complete set {Bn} consists of the 16 orthogonal product 1 sin[(a /2)t]sin(Vst) / 1

2
1O Å sa

mix . [14]
operators
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The third p /2 MW pulse, applied after the mixing time T ,
creates a stimulated echo at time T / 2t:

sa
echo Å 0SyHcos2[(a /2)t]cos2(Vst)

/ sin2[(a /2)t]sin2(Vst)
1
2

(1 / cos b2)J . [15]

A selective RF pulse resonant with the nuclear Éba… }

Ébb… transition in the ms Å 01
2(b) manifold leads to an

expression for smix which is almost identical to expression
[14]:

FIG. 3. The spin–lattice relaxation in the S Å 1
2, I Å 1

2 manifold at 95
GHz and 1.2 K.

sb
mix

Å Szcos[(a /2)t]cos(Vst)
saa

mix (T ) Å saa
prepexp{0GT},

0 H2SzIz
1
2

(1 / cos b2) / Iz
1
2

(1 0 cos b2)J sab
mix (T ) Å sab

prepexp{0GT},

sba
mix (T ) Å sba

prep / saa
prep{1 0 exp(0GT )},

1 sin[(a /2)t]sin(Vst) / 1
2

1O . [16]
sbb

mix (T ) Å sbb
prep / sab

prep{1 0 exp(0GT )}. [17]

This relaxation has an effect on the evolution of smix . InThe third p /2 microwave pulse applied after the mixing time
the absence of an RF pulse we find after a straightforwardT again creates an echo sb

echo the expression of which is
calculation using Eqs. [10] and [12], (assuming t Å p /a) ,identical to that of sa

echo (Eq. [15]) .
It is easily seen from a comparison between Eqs. [13]

smix(T )and [15] that the resonant RF pulse, in the a or b manifold,
always leads to a reduction of the echo intensity with a

Å 02SzIzsin(Vst)e0GT 0 Sz(1 0 e0GT ) / 1
2

1O . [18]maximum effect at b2 Å p. Further, the reduction of the
stimulated echo vanishes if sin2[(a /2)t] Å 0 (t Å nr2p /
a , n Å 0, 1, 2, rrr) . This is the well-known ‘‘blind-spot’’

Only the first term in [18] contributes to the formation of
effect in pulsed, Mims-type ENDOR (2, 8) . In what follows

the stimulated echo, the intensity of which is proportional
we choose, for simplicity, the interval t between the two p /

to
2 preparation pulses such that t Å p /a ; i.e., the Sz-term in
Eqs. [14] and [16] is zero and the maximum ENDOR effect

secho Å 0Sysin2(Vst)e0GT . [19]is observed upon the application of the RF pulse.
The increase of the intensity of the stimulated echo as

It is seen that the echo intensity, as expected, decays at aobserved in Fig. 2 cannot be explained with the model de-
rate G. Now we apply a b2 Å p pulse on the ENDORscribed above. To understand this anomalous increase we
transition in the ms Å /1

2(a) manifold. We assume that thismust introduce spin–lattice relaxation and study its effect
RF pulse is infinitely short and that it occurs at the start ofon the expressions for the intensity of the stimulated echo.
the mixing period, i.e., immediately after the second MWSince we perform the experiments at 1.2 K and at 95 GHz,
p /2 pulse. Then in Eq. [17], saa

prep must be replaced bythe Boltzmann factor exp(0DE /kT )É 0.02. Consequently,
saa,a(p )

mix which can be extracted from Eq. [14] with t Å p /the relaxation rate G from the upper ms Å /1
2(a) to the

a . At the end of the mixing period one then findslower ms Å 01
2(b) manifold dominates and we neglect the

reverse process (see Fig. 3) . We also assume that the spin–
sa(p )

mix (T )lattice relaxation is only effective in the mixing period dur-
ing time T between the second and third MW pulses. To Å {02SzIz(1 0 e0GT ) / Iz}sin(Vst)
calculate the effect of the spin–lattice relaxation we must
consider the evolution of the diagonal elements of the density 0 Sz(1 0 e0GT} / 1

2
1O . [20]

matrix, which is described by
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Again only the term with 2SzIz contributes to the formation
of the stimulated echo, the intensity of which is proportional
to

sa(p )
echo Å 0Sy(1 0 e0GT )sin2(Vst) . [21]

When a b2 Å p RF pulse is applied on the ENDOR transition
in the ms Å 01

2(b) manifold, again assuming that this pulse
is short and applied immediately after the second MW pulse,
we find that

sb(p )
mix (T )

FIG. 4. The time evolution of the ENDOR efficiencies Fa
ENDOR and

Fb
ENDOR as defined in Eqs. [25] and [26].Å {02SzIz(e0GT 0 1) 0 Iz}sin(Vst)

0 Sz(1 0 e0GT ) / 1
2

1O , [22]

and for a b2 Å p RF pulse in the ms Å 01
2(b) manifold

and the stimulated echo is proportional to

Fb
ENDOR Å

1
2

(e0GT 0 e0GT / 1) Å 1
2

. [26]
sb(p )

echo Å 0Sy(e0GT 0 1)sin2(Vst) . [23]

The behavior of the echo efficiencies Fa
ENDOR andThe b2 Å p RF pulse in either of the two manifolds causes

Fb
ENDOR is illustrated in Fig. 4. It is seen that Fb

ENDOR remainsthe coefficient of the two-spin order term 2SzIz in Eqs. [14]
positive and constant as a function of T ; i.e., it always corre-and [16] to become equal to zero but the spin–lattice relax-
sponds to a decrease of the stimulated echo intensity. Ination causes this term to reappear with a sign which depends
contrast Fa

ENDOR changes from a positive to a negative value;on the manifold in which the b2 Å p RF pulse has been
i.e., for short T it corresponds to a reduction of the SEapplied.
intensity and for longer T to an increase.As yet we have only considered the behavior of a single-

The behavior of the population distribution over the four-spin packet. Averaging over all resonance offsets Vs with a
level system is illustrated in the diagram presented in Fig.spectral distribution function g(Vs) Å 1 (an assumption
5. In (a) the effect of spin–lattice relaxation for T r ` inwhich is usually fulfilled when the inhomogenous linewidth
the absence of the b2 Å p RF pulse is shown, whereas inGinh @ v1) makes it possible in expressions [19], [21], and
(b) and (c) a b2 Å p RF pulse is applied in the a or the b[23] for the echo intensity to replace the term sin2(Vst) by
manifold respectively. In the figure, it is assumed that1

2. Further, it is customary to define an ENDOR efficiency
sin(Vst) Å 1 so that the maximum two-spin order termFENDOR which is a measure for the relative change of the
2SzIz has developed during the preparation period. It is seenecho amplitude resulting from the RF pulse as
that for long T , opposite two-spin order terms 2SzIz develop
upon the application of the b2 Å p RF pulse either in the a
or in the b manifold. The negative term 02SzIz leads to anFENDORÅ

1
2

[Iecho (RF-off)0 Iecho (RF-on)]/Iecho (RF-off) .
increase of the SE intensity and the positive term 2SzIz to a
decrease (in the limit T r ` to a SE echo with opposite[24]
phase) .

In our case where relaxation may cause Iecho (RF-off) to
3. EXPERIMENTAL

become zero we prefer to place in the denominator the value
Iecho (RF-off, T Å 0). According to this definition the EN- The predicted behavior of the change in the SE intensity
DOR efficiency F ranges between 0 £ F £ 1, where F Å upon excitation in the msÅ/1

2(a) and msÅ 01
2(b) manifold

1 corresponds to an inversion of the SE signal. We thus find is nicely illustrated by pulsed Mims-type ENDOR experi-
in the case of a b2 Å p RF pulse in the upper ms Å /1

2(a) ments on the self-trapped hole (STH) complex in AgCl
manifold that (14) . This hole is created in the AgCl crystal upon ultravio-

let irradiation and is trapped on a AgCl6 unit that has under-
gone a Jahn–Teller distortion along a cubic axis. The orbitalFa

ENDORÅ
1
2

(e0GT0 1/ e0GT )Å 1
2

(2e0GT0 1), [25]
angular momentum of this hole is almost quenched, and we
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204 BENNEBROEK AND SCHMIDT

FIG. 5. The behavior of the population distribution over the four-level system. In (a) the effect of spin–lattice relaxation in the absence of RF pulses
is indicated. In (b) and (c) a b2 Å p RF pulse in the a and b manifold, respectively, is applied. We have used sin(Vst) Å 1 and sin[(a /2)t] Å 1 so
that the maximum two-spin order term 2SzIz has developed upon the application of the two p /2 MW preparation pulses. In the last column the population
distribution is shown for T r ` .

deal with an effective S Å 1
2 electronic system. The 107Ag of the SE intensity, for long values of T in agreement with

the prediction of Eq. [25].and 109Ag ENDOR resonances of the silver ions surrounding
The observation of the anomalous ENDOR effect for thethe central AgCl6 unit of the STH can be observed using the

STH allows us to derive the sign of the hyperfine interaction.Mims technique at 95 GHz and at T Å 1.2 K. In Fig. 6, the
As the ENDOR frequency of the S Å 1

2 unpaired spin of theresults are presented with an interval t Å 0.35 ms between
the two MW preparation pulses and for various values of T . STH with a I Å 1

2 silver nucleus amounts in first order to
The length of the RF pulse is not infinitely short because of
lack of RF power and is kept 10 ms shorter than T . Neverthe-
less the results show the effect of spin–lattice relaxation by nENDOR Sms Å {

1
2D Å 1

hZgnbnB0 |
1
2

aZ ,
the evolution of the ENDOR signal, which follows a behav-
ior as predicted by Eqs. [25] and [26]. It is seen that the
sign of the ENDOR transitions of the two silver isotopes where gn (Ag) õ 0, it follows from the findings in Fig. 6

that the superhyperfine interaction between the hole andbelow their respective Zeeman frequencies is negative; i.e.,
the signals correspond to a reduction of the SE intensity, the silver nuclei must have a positive sign. An ENDOR

study of the self-trapped exciton in AgCl (13 ) confirmsindependent of T . In contrast, the high-frequency ENDOR
transitions are weak and negative for short values of T and in an independent manner the sign thus obtained. Also

according to our model the ‘‘anomalous’’ ENDOR effectturn over to a positive value, corresponding to an increase
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FIG. 6. The effect of spin–lattice relaxation on the intensity of the SE echo in the case of Mims-type ENDOR experiments. The spectra contain
107Ag and 109Ag ENDOR transitions of silver ions surrounding the central AgCl6 unit of the STH complex in AgCl and have been recorded at 1.2 K and
at 95 GHz with the magnetic field parallel to the D4h distortion axis of the complex. The interval between the p /2 MW preparation pulses t Å 0.35 ms
and the RF pulse length is taken to be 10 ms shorter than the values of T listed. In addition we have indicated the values of the Zeeman frequencies of
107Ag and 109Ag by nz(107Ag) and nz(109Ag), respectively.

should appear when (2e0GT 0 1) õ 0 which, with the /1
2 spin manifold toward the lower ms Å 01

2 manifold in the
low-temperature value of G Å [ (10 { 2) ms]01 of the limit of a large thermal spin polarization as it applies for
STH (14 ) , would require that T ú (7 { 1) ms. It is experiments performed at 95 GHz and at 1.2 K. The model
remarkable that, despite the simplifications in our model, can explain the observation of the anomalous increase of the
this estimate agrees with the time scale at which the anom- stimulated echo intensity upon the application of the RF
alous lines appear in Fig. 6. pulse. It is shown that this anomalous increase points to

It is important to realize that the anomalous ENDOR effect ENDOR transitions in the upper ms Å /1
2 manifold, and

only develops in the case of large thermal spin polarizations consequently it makes it possible to determine the sign of
such as encountered in our experiments at 1.2 K and at 95 the hyperfine interaction. It is argued that the effect can
GHz. Inspection of Fig. 5 shows that the relaxation, creating only be observed at large thermal spin polarizations, and it
the two-spin order term 2SzIz , only occurs between the two presents another advantage of EPR/ENDOR spectroscopy
levels Éaa… } Éba… (case b) and Éab… } Ébb… (case c) , at high microwave frequencies.
and not between the other two levels because they are empty
(in good approximation). At small Boltzmann factors, such ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
as encountered at 9 GHz, the other two levels carry a popula-

The work forms part of the research programs of the ‘‘Stichting voortion which is only slightly different, and spin–lattice relax-
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